Abstract-A key problem in networks that support advance reservations is the routing and time scheduling of connections with flexible starting time. In this paper we present a multicost routing and scheduling algorithm for selecting the path to be followed by such a connection and the time the data should start so as to minimize the reception time at the destination, or some other QoS requirement. The utilization profiles of the network links, the link propagation delays, and the parameters of the connection to be scheduled form the inputs to the algorithm. We initially present a scheme of non-polynomial complexity to compute a set of so-called non-dominated candidate paths, from which the optimal path can be found. By appropriately pruning the set of candidate paths using path pseudo-domination relationships, we also find multicost routing and scheduling algorithms of polynomial complexity. We examine the performance of the algorithms in the special case of an Optical Burst Switched network. Our results indicate that the proposed polynomial time algorithms have performance that it is very close to that of the optimal algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Resource reservation is a way to provide Quality of Service (QoS) to end users. For example the RSVP protocol [1] , used for Integrated Services (IntServ), is based on resource reservations as a way to meet specific QoS demands. In general, we can distinguish two types of network resource reservations: immediate reservations which are made in a justin-time manner, and in advance reservations, which allow the starting time for the resource usage to be in the future. Thus, advance reservation requests contain time-as well as resourcerelated parameters. Of particular interest to us are the advance reservation requests that have unspecified (flexible) starting time and specified or unspecified duration (UTSO or VTUO respectively). Traditional [2] , Multimedia [3] , Optical Burst Switched [4] and Grid [5] networks are a few paradigms in which advance reservations have been examined.
We propose a multicost algorithm for routing and scheduling connections with flexible starting time that fall in the category of UTSO and UTUO advance reservation requests. The algorithm is based on the time discretization of the capacity utilization profiles of the links, a data structure introduced in [6] that can be used to keep track of the capacity reservations. The proposed multicost algorithm selects the path to be followed by a connection and the time instant the connection should start so as to minimize the data reception delay, or some other performance criterion, which may depend on the QoS requirements of the user. The algorithm makes its decisions based on network utilization information available at the source at the time of its execution and thus falls under the category of feedback-based algorithms. It is worth noting that the proposed algorithm is designed to be employed in a distributed architecture but can be easily extended to function in a centralized manner.
The proposed algorithm consists of two phases: it first computes a set of candidate non-dominated paths for the given source-destination pair. More specifically, we will say, for the purposes of this paper, that a path P1 dominates another path P2 for a given connection request if the propagation delay ofP1 is smaller than that of P2, and also path PJ is available for scheduling the connection (at least) at all time intervals at which path P2 is available. After the set of non-dominated paths has been calculated, the routing and time scheduling decision is made based on the connection's parameters and QoS requirements. For example, if the duration of the connection is known, it is easy to find from the set of non-dominated paths the path resulting in the minimum reception time of the data at the destination.
A serious drawback of the algorithm outlined above is that the number of non-dominated paths may be exponential, and the algorithm is not guaranteed to finish in polynomial time. This was expected since even versions of the scheduling problem simpler than the one considered here are NP-hard. To obtain polynomial-time algorithms, we define pseudodomination relationships between paths. Although the set of non-pseudo-dominated paths that we obtain is not guaranteed to contain always the optimum path, our results indicate that if the pseudo-domination relationship is chosen wisely we can obtain performance that is very close to that of the optimal algorithm.
We use simulations to evaluate the performance of the multicost routing and scheduling algorithms for an OBS network. We compare it to that of a typical Oijkstra shortest path algorithm and a Oijkstra shortest path with Collision Avoidance algorithm. Our results show that the proposed multicost algorithm and its polynomial-time variations can lead to significant improvements in the average end-to-end delay experienced by the bursts. The optimal multicost algorithm outperforms all other examined algorithms, but requires the highest number of operations. The polynomial-time heuristic The capacity availability profile ctCt), the r-capacity availability profile Cif;r), and the binary r-capacity availability vector (~r) of a given link I of capacity C/ when the rate requested by a connection is r and the discretization step is r.
III. LINK UTILIZATION PROFILES
In a network that employs advance reservations, each node needs to keep a record of the capacity reserved on its outgoing links, as a function of time [6] . Assuming that each connection reserves a constant amount of bandwidth for a given time duration, the utilization profile VAt) of a link I is a stepwise
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The TO can also be chosen so as to provide QoS differentiation, as in [12] , where a high loss priority class is given a larger extra offset time in order to make earlier reservation than lower priority classes. The choice of offsets is further examined in [13] , where an adaptive scheme is proposed. OBS signaling protocols can be categorized into two main classes: two-way (tell-and-wait) and one-way (tell-andgo) protocols. A typical example of tell-and-wait protocols is the ERVC [6] . On the other hand, RGVC [14] , Horizon [4] and Just Enough Time (JET) [11] belong to the tell-and-go class. Grids [15] introduce new ways to share resources across geographically separated sites by establishing a global resource management architecture. Advance reservations in this context involve the ability of the scheduler to guarantee the availability (of any kind) of resources at a particular time in the future. The Globus Architecture for Reservation and Allocation (GARA) [5] is a framework for advance reservations that treats in a uniform way various types of resources. Algorithms that support advance reservations are discussed in [16] and [17] .
We must note here that multiconstrained algorithms used in other works, solve problems in subsets of the solution space considered by multicost algorithms [18] . In the related literature, multiconstrained algorithms have mainly been used for QoS routing problems. In [19] the authors proved that QoS routing with QoS parameters being the bandwidth and the delay is not NP-complete. The general Multiconstrained Path Problem (MCP) is discussed in [20] . To the best of our knowledge, the present work is the first time a multicost algorithm is used to address a scheduling problem. To this end, temporal information in the form of utilization profiles, as described in the next section, is included in the multicost formulation, and appropriate operations such as addition and domination are defined in this context.
II. RELATED WORK
The topic of advance reservations in traditional and in high speed networks has been extensively examined. Lately, research efforts in the areas of Optical Burst Switching (OBS) and Grid computing have re-introduced issues in advance reservations.
In [7] the authors describe a model for resource reservations in advance and discuss issues that must be resolved in such context. The requirements of the users in a distributed advance reservation environment are discussed in [8] . The proposed design is implemented in the Tenet 2 Protocol suite. An Efficient Reservation Virtual Circuit (ERVC) protocol for high speed networks that uses advance and timed reservations is proposed in [6] . In [9] the authors discuss how to provide advance reservations on top of RSVP. However, the above references mainly address signaling protocols for advance reservations, or they focus on the case where the starting times of the reservations are fixed. The authors in [2] first introduced the concept of advance reservation scheduling and advance-reservation aware routing algorithms. More specifically, [2] proposed several algorithms for advance reservations when the starting times are specified or are flexible, and also discuss the computational complexity of these algorithms. The topic of this paper is similar to [2] but we additionaly examine the network performance and also evaluate our algorithms through extensive full network simulation experiments. Finally, advance reservations as part of aRWA problem in WDM networks is examined in [10] .
In OBS networks [4] and [11] , an ingress node assembles data destined for the same node and having the same QoS requirements (thus, belonging to the same Forwarding Equivalent Class) into bursts. A burst transmission can be viewed as a connection that requires an advance reservation with an unspecified starting time and a specified duration (UTSD). The starting time of the transmission (usually referred to as the Time Offset -TO) is calculated by taking into account the protocol used (one-or two-way) and the number of hops.
variations of the multicost algorithm also have performance close to that of the optimal algorithm, while maintaining the number of operations at low levels. We also verified that the performance improvements are more significant when the network propagation delays are small, a typical characteristic of feedback-based algorithms.
Although the algorithm is evaluated in an Optical Burst Switched network this doesn't limit its applicability. We also give examples (section III) of the application of our algorithm in a WDM environment that employs no or full wavelength conversion capabilities.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we report on previous work. In Section III we present several useful formats for recording the utilization profile of a link. In Section IV we describe the problem under consideration. In Section V we present the multicost routing framework and in Section VI the polynomial algorithms. Section VII presents the performance results. Our conclusions follow in Section VIII. 
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Calculation of the path capacity availability vector CSBE' CBE is shifted by 2'dsB=4 r-time units (dSB=2 in this example), before the Boolean AND operation is applied.
not known in advance we have B=oo. Weare also given the capacity availability profiles C~t) of all links I. We assume that there is an upper bound D on the maximum delay that the connection can tolerate; if this deadline cannot be met, the request should be rejected. Even when there is no limit D, we still assume that the dimension u of the capacity availability vectors is finite, corresponding to the latest time (relative to the present time) for which reservations have been made. Given this information, we want to find a feasible path to route the connection and the time at which the connection should start, so as to optimize some performance criterion, such as the number of hops, or the propagation delay, or the reception time of the data at its destination. Fig. 2 presents an instance of the problem. After choosing the best available path, a tell-and-go or a telland-wait scheme is used to establish the connection and reserve the requested capacity. In either case the connection may fail since the utilization profile at some intermediate link may have changed by the time the setup packet arrives at that link. This is a problem that cannot be avoided by any algorithm in a network that has nonzero propagation delays. However, even when the feedback-based algorithm we propose uses somewhat outdated information at the source, the connection blocking probability will be substantially smaller than when using an algorithm that does not consider link utilization information.
function with discontinuities at the points where reservations begin or end, and is updated dynamically with the admission of each new reservation. We define the capacity availability profile of link I of capacity C/ as C~t)=CrU/(t). Since, a source trying to route a connection of rate r is only interested in time periods at which C/(t»r, we also define the r-capacityavailability profile CAt;r) of link I as the binary function C/(t;r) =1 if C/(t)~r, and C/(t;r) = 0, otherwise. In order to obtain from the r-capacity availability profile C/(t;r) of link I a data structure that is easier to handle in an algorithm, we discretize it in time steps (or slots) of duration r to obtain the binary rcapacity availability vector C/(r), abbreviated CAV, as the vector whose k-th entry is:
In Fig. 1 we illustrate the link utilization profiles. The discretization of the time axis in steps of duration T results in some loss of information. If D is the maximum allowable delay for a connection we wish to route, we are only interested in values of C/(t;r) before time D from the present time, or, equivalently, we can assume that the binary r-capacity availability vector CAt;r) has u =rD/rl entries. In any case, the choice of the discretization step T provides a tradeoff between the required accuracy-efficiency, since it determines the size of the binary utilization vectors and the processing overhead.
The data structures defined above can be useful in a number of network settings. For example, in an optical WDM network with full wavelength conversion and w wavelengths per link, each of capacity C w , the capacity of a link I is CFW'Cw' A connection that wants to reserve k wavelengths, 1~k~w, requests rate r = k·C w ' If we can find a path of available capacity at least r then the connection can be esta~lished (full wavelength conversion). Therefore, C/(t;r) and CAr) can be used in this kind of network. If no wavelength converters are available, each link needs to keep track of the utilization of each of its w wavelengths separately. Thus a node has to maintain w binary (since each wavelength can be reserved or not for a given time) utilization profiles for each outgoing link. In this case, the network can be viewed as w "parallel" networks, each having a single wavelength. The case of Optical Burst Switched networks falls in one of the two aforementioned categories.
In order to simplify the notation, for the rest of the paper, when no confusion can arise, we will denote the profiles C/(t;r)
and C~r) of a link I by C(t) and C, respectively, suppressing the dependence on I and r.
IV. THE ROUTING AND SCHEDULING PROBLEM UNDER

CONSIDERATION
The routing and scheduling problem in a network that supports advance reservations is defined as follows. We are given a network with links I of known propagation delays d/, and a source (ingress) node S that serves a connection that requests a certain amount of bandwidth r, for a given duration B, with specific destination (egress) node E. If the duration is
A. Binary Capacity Availability Vector ofa path
Assuming the routing decision is made at the source S, the binary capacity availability vectors of all network links should be gathered continuously at all nodes, over a network control plane that must exist. To calculate the capacity availability vector (CAV) of a path we have to combine the CAVs of the links that comprise it. In the example presented in Fig. 3 , consider a path PSBE, where S is the source and E is the destination node, and let C SB and e BE be the binary capacity availability vectors of links I SB and I BE , respectively. In order to compute the CAV of path PSBE, we first gather the CAVs of the links that comprise it to the source node S. The CAV C SB is maintained at node S, so only C BE has to be transmitted from B to S. Upon its arrival at S, C BE is left shifted by d SB bits (propagation delay of link SB in r-time units), denoted by LSH dsB ' to purge utilization information that corresponds to time period that has already expired to transfer the utilization information from B to S, obtaining in this way CBrls). We then left shift the resulting CAV by a further d SB positions, to take into account the propagation delay from S to B (assuming the propagation delay of each link is the same in both directions). We finally execute a bit-wise Boolean AND operation, denoted by "&", among the CAYs in order to compute the binary utilization vector of the path PSBE ' More formally, the CAV of a path can be obtained from the CAVs of the links that comprise it using the associative operator" E9" between binary vectors defined as follows:
CSBE =CSB Ea eBE =CSB&LSHd~(CBE(S»=CSB&LSHu~(CBE). (1) Note that if S transmits data at the intervals indicated by l' s in C SBE ' the data are guaranteed (if no reservations are performed in the meantime at the intermediate links) to find available capacity when they arrive at all intermediate links.
This procedure can be extended so as to compute paths with more than two hops.
V. MULTICOST ROUTING AND SCHEDULING CONNECTIONS
In what follows we present a multicost routing and scheduling algorithm for networks that use timed and in advance reservations. In multicost routing, each link I is assigned a vector~of cost parameters, as opposed to the scalar cost parameter assigned in single-cost routing. In our initial formulation, the cost parameters of a link I include the propagation delay d l of the link and its binary capacity availability vector C I , that is,
, but they may also include other parameters of interest (such as the number of hops, the capacity availability profile, etc). A cost vector [18] can then be defined for a path P consisting of links 1,2, ...,k, based on the cost vectors of its links, as V(p)=8Jt; :(td,,!Ct). (2) where E9 is the associative operator defined in Eq. (1).
We will say that a path P/ dominates another path P2 for a given connection and a given source-destination pair if the propagation delay ofp / is smaller than that ofP2, and also path P/ is available for scheduling the connection (at least) at all time intervals at which path P2 is available. Formally:
Ld l < Ld l and Ee C l~€ a Cp lepl leP2 lePI leP2
where the vector inequality "2:" should be interpreted component wise. The set of non-dominated paths Pn-d for a given connection and source-destination pair is defined as the set of paths with the property that no path in Pn-d dominates another path in Pn-d.
The routing and scheduling algorithm we propose consists of two phases: given a source-destination pair (S and E, respectively), the set Pn-d of non-dominated paths between them is calculated first, and then an optimization function.f( V(P» is applied to the cost vector of each path pEPn-d to select the optimal one. Following the routing decision, a tell-and-wait or a tell-and-go protocol is finally used to establish the connection and reserve the requested capacity.
A. Algorithmfor computing the set ofnon-dominatedpaths Pn-d
The algorithm that computes the non-dominated paths from a given source to all network nodes (including E) can be viewed as a generalization of Dijkstra's algorithm that only considers scalar link costs. The basic difference with Dijkstra's algorithm is that instead of a single path, a set of nondominated paths between the origin and each node is obtained. Thus a node for which one path has already been found is not finalized (as in the Dijkstra case) since we can find more "nondominated" paths to that node later.
We denote by VI the cost vector of link I. Each path is represented by a label that includes the cost vector associated with it and the first hop to the source using that path. The source that serves the connection is taken to be node S.
We let W; be the set of labels of the paths from node S to a node ni, and W = Un;~~be the set of all labels. Initially, every node has a single label corresponding to the link (if any) that connects it directly to the origin node. In each subsequent step, the algorithm marks labels (equivalently paths) from the set W as final. We let Wf~W be the subset of all final labels for all the nodes, and W/~~be the set of final labels for node nj.
We also let T be the set of nodes with at least one final label. The algorithm can now be described as follows:
Step 0 (Initialization):
, T={}, where V p ; is the label of the path Pi (if any) leading directly from node S to node ni, and ni:j:S.
Step 1 (Choosing the optimum label): The label of path P whose cost vector minimizes the additive component is chosen. In case of a tie, we look at the second component, which is the binary capacity availability vector, and a dominant one is chosen (Section V.A). If V p ; is the cost vector of the chosen label and ni is the node to which it leads, then the following updates are performed:
Jt;1 =Jt;/u{V p ;}, Wi =Wlu{V p ;}, T=Tu{n;}.
Step 2 (Obtaining the new labels): The neighbors of node n;, which mayor may not belong to the set T, are now considered and are given new labels (except for the origin node and the node specified as the previous node in the label). The new label for the path Pj leading to the neighbor nj of node n; by extending the path p; through the link I=(n;,nj) is then computed as follows, Vp]' = Vp; 0 V; where V, is the label of link I, and o represents the operation defined in Eq. (2).
Step 3 (Discarding dominated paths): Each neighbor considered in step 2 compares its new label with its previous labels using the domination relation of Eq (3). Let nj be one of the neighbors of node n;, Vp/ the new label obtained from step 2 and ffj be the set of labels for this node. The new label has to be compared with the labels V Pi E ffj (both final and non-fina!). Note that it is not possible for the new vector to dominate an existing vector and be dominated by another at the same time.
Step 4 (Termination): If after an iteration the set Wis equal to W, the algorithm is completed. Otherwise, (when there are still some labels to be chosen) we go back to Step 1.
The set Pn-d of non-dominated paths from the given source S to the given destination node E is the final set W; .
B. Choosing the optimal path to schedule the connection
In the previous paragraph we obtained the set Pn-d of nondominated paths from the given source node S to the given destination node E. Each path in Pn-d comes with a cost vector V, consisting of its propagation delay in r-time units and its CAY. In the second phase of the algorithm we apply an optimization functionf{V(p)) to the cost vector of each path p E Pn-d to select the optimal path. This optimization function depends on the duration and QoS requirements of the connection and on the reservation protocol (tell-and-go or a tell-and-wait) to be used for establishing the connection. In general, the optimization function f applied to the cost vector of a path to compute the final (scalar) path cost has to be monotonic in each of the cost components. For example, it is natural to assume that it is increasing with respect to delay, decreasing with respect to capacity, decreasing with increased capacity availability (expressed by the CAV), etc.
Assuming that we want to serve a connection request of duration b (in r-time units) from source to destination using a tell-and-go scheme, the following process is used to select the best path from the non-dominated paths that have been found:
Step I: Finding the earliest transmission time Step II: Minimum reception time algorithm
Select the path p that minimizes the reception time, defined as the time the last bit of the connection reaches the destination:
Rp(b) +b + dp , where d p is the propagation delay of path p. If the minimum reception time is larger than the maximum allowable delay D (Section III), then the connection is not served (rejected).
Step III: Updating the CAYs
Having chosen the path to schedule the connection, the next step is to update the CAVs of the chosen path by converting the ones in the appropriate positions of the CAV to zeros. This is done by the reservation protocol. Since ingress nodes need to use link state information to compute the non-dominated paths, link-state update packets should also be sent to the other nodes. Due to space limitation we won't describe such mechanisms in this paper. Approaches such [21] , which extends SNMP to cope with time related link availability profiles, are applicable. If we wanted to use a tell-and-wait protocol, instead, we simply have to redefine Rp(b) as the first position after 2·dp (the round trip delay ofp) after which C p has b consecutive ones.
VI. POLYNOMIAL TIME ALGORITHMS
A serious drawback of the algorithm described in Section V is that the number of non-dominated paths may be exponential, and the algorithm is not guaranteed to finish in polynomial time. To obtain a polynomial time algorithm we define a pseudo-domination relationship >ps between paths, which has weaker requirement than the domination relationship > defined in Eq. (3). This pseudo-domination relationship can be used in step 3 of the multicost routing algorithm of Section V.A to prune (kill) paths, yielding a set P n -ps -d~Pn -d of non-pseudodominated paths that has considerably smaller (polynomial) cardinality than P n -d • Then, the algorithm given in Section V.B can be applied to the paths in Pn-ps-d. The chosen path is not guaranteed to be the optimal one over all paths, but it is often a good path, as our performance results indicate, provided that the pseudo-domination relationship >ps is defined wisely. we have wF12, L~3,C,)=3,L~2,C,)=7. Based on these metrics, we present two polynomial-time heuristic variations of the optimal multicost algorithm that use two different pseudo-domination relationships to prune the set of candidate paths.
1) Availability Weighting algorithm
The pseudo-domination relationship used to prune paths is PI pseudo-dominates P2 (PI >psP2) iff Ld l < Ld l and weight( Ea C / )~weight( Ea C / ) (4) lePl leP2 leP2 lePI
2) b-consecutive slot availability algorithm
The pseudo-domination relationship used to prune paths is
These pseudo-domination relationships transform the cost vector of a link into a cost vector with 2 costs. The first cost is the delay of the link which is an additive float cost, while the second cost is the availability weight (or the b-slot availability) of the link which is a concave bounded integer. The upper bound of the integer second cost is the size of the link vector u.
A cost vector with these 2 costs results in a polynomial-time problem as proven in [19] . More specifically, for a given value of the integer cost, there can be only one non-pseudodominated path between a source-destination pair, the one with the smallest delay. Since the integer cost can take values at the most equal to the dimension u of the link vector, this is the upper limit on the number of non-pseudo-dominated paths per source-destination pair, which is polynomial in u and clearly do not depend on the network size. Assuming the general case where the size of the problem is proportional to u (link utilization profiles are part of the problem and generally require O(u) bits to record), this corresponds to a polynomial time algorithm.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed optimal multicost routing and scheduling algorithm and its polynomialtime heuristic variations, we have conducted full network simulation experiments. The experiments were performed assuming an Optical Burst Switched network. More specifically, we assume that bursts arrive at each node according to a Poisson process of rate A requests/sec and their destinations are uniformly distributed over all remaining nodes. The burst sizes are assumed to follow the exponential distribution with mean I bits, corresponding to mean duration B=IIe. Each burst corresponds to a connection request with unspecified starting time that has to be routed and scheduled by the proposed algorithms. We have extended ns-2 platform [22] and tested the following algorithms:
The Dijkstra shortest path algorithm. Bursts are routed on the shortest delay path. The algorithm takes into account reservations made at the first hop to avoid contention at the source (ingress) node, but does not take into account reservations made at subsequent nodes. The optimal multicost algorithm described in Sections V that chooses the path that minimizes the burst reception time at the destination over all non-dominated paths. The domination relationship of Eq. (3) is used for calculating the non-dominated paths.
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The Availability Weighting (AW) heuristic multicost algorithm, where the pseudo-domination relationship of Eq. (4) is used for calculating the non-pseudo-dominated paths. The b-Consecutive Slot Availability (CSA) heuristic multicost algorithm, where the pseudo-domination relationahip ofEq. (5) is used. The Dijkstra shortest path algorithm with Contention Avoidance (Dijkstra/CA). The shortest paths are computed at the beginning of the simulation. To schedule a burst, the source combines (using the Ea operator) the utilization profiles of the links on the shortest path to avoid contention at subsequent nodes. The optimal multicost algorithm, and its AW and CSA heuristic variations, first compute the set of non-dominated paths or pseudo-non-dominated paths, respectively, from the source to the given destination and then choose the path that minimizes the reception time of the burst at the destination. The Dijkstra and the DijstralCA algorithms, always select the shortest path to transmit a burst, and thus the difference between these two algorithms lies in the computation of the time offset (TO) after which the burst transmission should begin: the Dijkstra algorithm uses information regarding reservations made only for the first link on the shortest path, while the DijkstralCA algorithm takes into account the reservations made at all the links of the shortest path.
In order to set up the path and reserve the appropriate resources we use a one-way reservation scheme that employs timed reservations and retransmissions in the OBS domain, as in [23] . We assume that dropped bursts are retransmitted because (a) this is what would happen in a real network, where the loss of data is usually not acceptable (without retrials, a higher layer protocol such as TCP would retransmit dropped packets) and (b) this is a more reliable model for evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithms. Note that if retrials were not incorporated, the network would tend to drop bursts that travel more hops, and the throughput results would not be representative of actual performance. The ingress node stores the burst in a limited-size buffer until it is successfully transmitted. In our simulation experiments the size of the ingress buffer was set equal to 256Mbytes per node. For the traffic loads simulated we never observed a case of a burst being dropped due to buffer overflow.
We obtained simulation results for two network topologies: a 5x5 mesh with wraparounds, and the NSF network topology. In the mesh topology, the nodes were arranged along a twodimensional grid, with neighboring nodes placed at distance of 50 km from each other. In the NSFnet, in addition to the actual link physical lengths (as found in [24]), we also experimented with link lengths that are a fraction (10%, 30%, and 60%) of these lengths. All links were assumed to be bi-directional and the link bandwidths C was set equal to 1 Gb/s.
We used the average end-to-end delay experienced by a burst as the main metric for assessing performance. Additional performance metrics used were the average number of computed paths per request, and the average number of operations required to handle a request. The average number of operations is defined as the number of bitwise comparisons, operations is reduced in the AW and CSA heuristics. The number of operations in the CSA algorithm is larger than that of the AW algorithm, since obtaining the b-consecutive slot availability value requires one complete scan of the CAV vector. The number of operations of the AW algorithm is similar to that of the Dijkstra/CA algorithm for small A, and becomes increasingly worse than that as A increases. We have also measured the performance when the burst arrival rate A is kept constant and the mean burst size I varies.
The conclusions are similar to those presented above. We also observed that the performance depends more strongly on I than on A. This is because when the burst sizes increase the capacity fragmentation problems become more significant. In the remainder we will focus only on the AW algorithm since the delay performance of CSA was always very similar to AW, while its complexity was always worse than that of the AW algorithm.
B. Effect oftime discretization step T
The time discretization process and the size u of the binary capacity availability vectors have a considerable effect on performance. Fig. 5a and 5b show the average end-to-end delay and the average number of operations, respectively, for different values of the discretization step i, for A=80 bursts/sec and /=300 kB. For fair comparison, we have kept the product D = u· i = 80 msec constant. From Fig. 5a we can observe that the time discretization process affects the average end-to-end delay of all the algorithms. Since reservations are performed for integer number of i-time units, the performance deteriorates as i increases. On the other hand, large values of i correspond to small values of u, and thus the number of operations is inversely proportional to i (Figure 5b ). additions, and AND operations required for computing the binary CAV cost components, plus the number of integer operations required for computing the integer-valued delay and hop count cost components.
A. Results/or the 5x5 mesh with wraparounds network
For the experiments in this section we used: r=0.01 msec, u=8000 (maximum delay D = u· r = 80 msec), I=300kB and A. varied between 5 and 125 bursts/sec per node. Fig. 4a illustrates the average-end-to-end burst delay for the algorithms examined. The optimal multicost algorithm outperforms the Dijkstra and the Dijkstra/CA algorithms, while the difference between the multicost algorithm and the AW and CSA heuristics are marginal. Fig. 4b shows the average number of computed paths per request. We have excluded from this graph the results for the Dijkstra and Dijkstra/CA algorithms, since they perform the path computation process only once. As expected, using the pseudo-domination relationship drastically reduces the average number of computed paths. Regarding the average number of operations (Fig. 4c) , the multicost algorithm exhibits the worst performance, as expected. The number of performance improvements are more pronounced when the propagation delays of the network are small, in which case the utilization information of the links maintained at the ingress routers is more accurate and up-to-date. 
C. NSF network and effect ofpropagation delays
In the algorithms examined here each node maintains a "picture" of the link states that is used to compute the nondominated or non-pseudo-dominated paths, respectively, while in the Dijkstra/CA algorithm it is used to compute the time offset of the burst. Clearly, information on a link reservation cannot be used if it reaches a source after path selection. Therefore, we expect propagation delays to have a considerable effect on the algorithms examined, except for the Dijkstra algorithm that only uses information on the first hop. Fig. 6 shows the average end-to-end delay experienced by a burst for I =300kB for varying ), and link propagation delays.
More specifically, we have experimented with link lengths that are fractions (10%,30% and 60%) of the original distances. We have graphed only the performance of the AW multicost heuristic algorithm and the Dijkstra/CA algorithm. These results indicate that the performance improvements that can be achieved by the AW multicost heuristic algorithm are substantial when the link lengths are 10% and 30% of the actual lengths (the network propagation delay is then around 1.3 msec and 3.9 msec respectively) and diminish as the propagation delays increase. Note that when the propagation delays increase, the complexity of the depicted algorithms decrease since this reduces the useful update-reservation information that can reach each ingress.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS We presented several mUlticost algorithms for routing and scheduling connections in networks that support advance reservations. We initially presented an optimal scheme of nonpolynomial complexity and then we provided two pseudodominations relationship to obtain polynomial time algorithms. The proposed multicost algorithms were evaluated in an Optical Burst Switched network. The performance results showed that the multicost algorithms significantly outperform other algorithms, with respect to the average end-to-end delay experienced by a burst. The optimal multicost algorithm is not polynomial and requires a large number of operations. The number of operations depends on the time discretization step T, and it can be decreased by increasing T at a small penalty in terms of end-to-end delay. The proposed polynomial time AW heuristic multicost algorithm yielded delay performance that is very close to that of the optimal algorithm, while maintaining the number of operations at low levels. Finally, the
